In 1993 Voloshin introduced the concept of mixed hypergraph. A mixed hypergraph is characterised by the fact that it possesses anti-edges as well as edges. In a colouring of a mixed hypergraph, every anti-edge has at least two vertices of the same colour. In this paper a new parameter is introduced: the monochromatic block number mb. It is the number of monochromatic blocks in a colouring of a Steiner system. The exact value of mb is given for every colouring in STS(v). Upper and lower bounds for mb in particular SQSs are found.
Introduction
Voloshin in 1993 [6, 7] introduced the concept of strict colouring for mixed hypergraphs. A mixed hypergraph H is a pair (X, Y) where X is a finite set of vertices; Y' is a family of subsets of X with Y' = .d U &, where JZZ and 6 are two subfamilies of 9. We call the elements of & anti-edges and the elements of d edges. If ~5 is empty then H will be called co-hypergraph. In a mixed hypergraph H a vertex subset of X is called stable if it contains no edges while it is called co-stable if it contains no anti-edges.
A strict colouring of a mixed hypergraph H = (X, 5") with k colours is the colouring of vertices of X in such a way that: any anti-edge has at least two vertices of the same colour, and any edge has at least two vertices of different colours. The maximal k, for which there exists a strict colouring of a mixed hypergraph H with k colours, is called upper chromatic number and it is denoted X(H). In [5] Milazzo and Tuza applied the concept of strict colouring to Steiner systems, and found upper bounds for the upper chromatic number in STSs(v) , and, in particular SQSs (v) . A Steiner system is a hypergraph (X,@), where X is a finite vertex set, and .% a family of subsets of X (called blocks), which respects the following conditions: any t distinct vertices are contained in one and only one block, and each block contains exactly k vertices. We will denote a Steiner system by s(t, k, II) or s (t, k, u) 
(X, B).
If t = 2 and k = 3 a Steiner system is called Steiner triple system and it is denoted by STS(u) or STS(X,B); if t = 3 and k = 4 it is called Steiner quadruple system and it is denoted by SQS(v) or SQS(X,B). A Steiner system with 1 X I= v is said to be of order v.
In 1960 Hanani [3] proved that a necessary and sufficent condition for the existence of SQS(v) is v 3 2 or 4 (mod 6), while it is well known that STS(v) exists if and only if ti = 1 OY 3 (mod 6).
In this paper some necessary conditions related to colourings of particular STSs(v) and SQSs(v) , where every block is considered as anti-edge, will be shown. A new parameter will be introduced, the monochromatic block number, denoted by mb. In fact, in colouring of Steiner systems, where the blocks are anti-edges, it is necessary to characterize the blocks coloured with one colour, because if mb=O for a strict colouring then this colouring belongs to classic colourings of Steiner systems and the parameter mb is useful to measure how much a strict colouring is 'close' to a colouring in classic sense.
The value of mb for STSs is exactly determined for every colouring. However, it was particularly difficult to determine mb for SQSs. Upper and lower bound will be found for SQSS(~~) only for particular colourings. The upper bound resulted in being the best, while, in this paper, it is shown that the lower bound is the best only in the case of k = 3, 4.
It is important to enunciate the following theorem of Gionfriddo and Lo Faro [2] 
Strict colouring for CSTS(v)
Let us consider an STS(X,B) as a co-hypergraph, where X is the set of vertices and B is the family of anti-edges, we denote this system by the symbol CSTS(X,B) (Co-Steiner triple system). In [5] it is proved that: and are all co-stable sets.
If 9 is a strict colouring for CSTS(t'), h is the number of colours used in 9, Xi the set of vertices coloured with the colour i and 1 X, I= n, for 1 <i < h, then every block can be coloured in only two ways:
(1) Two vertices coloured with one coiour and the other vertex coloured with a different colour. (2), and all c, for 2 bi<h must be even.
Lemma 1. [f 9 is u strict colouring for CSTS(U), then the inequality
j=l is true ,for 1 <i<h.
Proof. The set 9, = &,Xj contains no more than IBil = [si(si -1)/6] blocks, and at least (c,/2) blocks, so 1 Bi / >,(c,/2) and (1) 
Strict colourings for CSQS(u)

Let us consider SQS(X,B)
as a co-hypergraph, where every block of B is an antiedge, we denote this system by the symbol CSQS(X, B) (Co-Steiner quadruple system).
If 9 is a strict colouring for CSQS(v), h is the number of colours used in 9, and Xi, with X; = n, for 1 <id h, is the number of vertices coloured with the colour i in 9, then every block can be coloured in only four ways:
(1) three vertices are coloured with one colour and the other vertex is coloured with another one; The following lemma was proved in [5] . (t, k, o) , it is possible to find blocks which are coloured with one colour;
for example, in [5] it is proved that for CSQS(8) every strict colouring with four colours has only one monochromatic block.
Let us define, in this section, a new parameter.
Definition 1. The number of blocks that are coloured with one colour in a strict colouring 9' of S (t, k, v) is called monochromatic block number and it is denoted by mb(9').
It is clear that mb depends on the particular ,S(t, k, v) and on the particular colouring used to colour S(t, k,v). From Proposition 1 it is evident that:
It is very difficult to calculate the exact value of mb in CSQSs. In CSQS(2k) with particular colourings it is possible to determine upper and lower bounds.
Theorem 4. If CSQS(2k), with k>3, is coloured with a strict colouring @ which uses k + 1 colours, and in @ there is a colouring class with cardinality one, then
where 1 B(2') / is the number of blocks in CSQS(2'), and the inequality on the right of (2) is the best possible.
Proof. If x is the vertex of the colouring class with cardinality one, let us consider the derived system [4] CSTS(2k -l), which is obtained by the elimination of vertex x from the blocks where it is present in CSQS(2k). Let us consider the @ colouring of CSQS(2k) to colour the 2k -1 vertices of CSTS. It is a strict colouring, with k colours, for this system and for the corollary to Theorem 2 we have that the colouring classes of 2 have cardinalities 2O 2O 2' 22 . . . 2k-'.
> > >
It is clear that in every colouring class with 2' vertices, ia2, there are not more than 1 B(2l) 1 blocks, so the inequality on the right hand side of (2) is true.
If we consider the set 2 as the union of the vertices inside the first k colouring classes, we find, with the same considerations as in proposition 2, that inside this set there are ick blocks all coloured with three colours, and as the set of blocks included in 2. We have that 1 Tp ) 3 ick because 1 Z? I= 1 C&? (= 2k-', so ( TCZ I 3 kck. CZ is the complementary set of 2 and it is the (k + l)th colouring class, so inequality on the left of (2) is true. Now, let us prove, by induction on k, that the inequality on the right in (2) is the best possible. For k = 3 in [5] it is proved that for every strict colouring of CSQS (23) with four colours we have that mb=l.
Let us assume, for the k -1, the existence of an CSQS(X,A) with / X I= 2k-1, and also a strict colouring @, with k colours a colouring class with cardinality one and mb = Cf&2 ) B(2') 1. If CSQS(2k) is the system obtained by doubling construction [4] from the previous CSQS(X,A) and from a new CSQS(Y,B) with / Y I= 2k-', then we colour the vertices of CSQS(2k) in this way: the vertices of X with the same colouring @ used to colour CSQS(X,A), and the vertices of Y with a new colour. This new colouring is a strict colouring for CSQS (2k) with k + 1 colours and mb = Cfzi ( B(2') I. 0
Notice that in Theorem 4 the chaise of & is not casual, in fact, in [5] it was proved that a infinite class of CSQSS(~~), which are colourable with @, exist. Moreover, in the second part of this section it will be shown that for k = 3, 4, all the strict colourings of CSQS(8) and CSQS( 16) with k + 1 colours are @ colourings.
The monochromatic block number for CSQS(16)
In [5] it is proved that for CSQS( 16), j< 5. In this section it will be proved that the inequality on the left of (2) is the best possible if u = 16. Proof. Let us suppose that there is a colouring class which has cardinality one. As in Theorem 4, the cardinalities of the other colouring classes are 2', 2l, 22, 23. Let us suppose now that the smallest cardinal&y of the colouring classes in a strict colouring is two. It is possible to demonstrate that three colouring classes with two vertices do not exist in this colouring. In fact, if for absurd this is true, let us denote these colouring 1 <i62, so that the block {lr,Z~,ml,nl} exists. Let us consider the triple {lr,mz,nl}; from the definition of CSQS, and because our colouring is a strict colouring, this triple is inside the block {ll,m2,nl, n2}, but the triple { 12,m2,nl} must be inside a block included in the set _Y u A! U A/. This is impossible because in this case there would be one triple in two different blocks and this is a contradiction.
In all the other cases where the smallest cardinality of our colouring classes is two or three we have that the inequalities of Lemma 3 are not true and the theorem is proved.
:
Now if we consider mb for a strict colouring of CSQSs(l6), with five colours, for Theorem 4 we have that: 1 1 < mb < 15.
It is possible to show that CSQSs(l6) and strict colourings, with five colours where mb = 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, exists. 1. In fact by a sequence of doubling constructions, it is possible to obtain this CSQS,(16) (see Table 1 ). It is possible to replace the blocks of Table. 4 with these blocks: Table 5 {5,6,X 16) (9, LO, 1594) {5, 6,15,4} {9,10,3,16} {5,10,3,4} {9,6,15,16} {9,6,3,4} (5,109 15216) and, as in the previous reasoning, it is possible to obtain a new CSQS,( 16). If we maintain the same colouring of CSQS, this colouring will be a strict colouring for CSQS, where mb = 12 (Table 5 ). 4. Let us consider from the previous CSQS, the following blocks: Table 6 {7,8,X4) (337,123 16) {11,12,15,16} {4,8,11,15} {7,8,15,16} {4,7,12,15} {3,4,11,12} {3,8,11,16} It is possible to replace the blocks in Table. 6 with these blocks: and obtain a new CSQS,(16) where the strict colouring used to colour CSQS, is a strict colouring for CSQS, and mb = 11. 5. In the CSQS, it is possible to replace the blocks of Table. 6 with the blocks of Table. 7 and obtain a CSQSs(16) with a strict colouring where mb = 14.
In [5] it was proved that in CSQS(8) every strict colouring with four colours has only one monochromatic block, so mb = 1 and it is easy to prove that in every strict colouring with four colours for CSQS(8) the colouring classes have cardinality: 20 2 20 9 21 , 22 .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper a new parameter has been presented: the monochromatic block number. It is useful to characterize the strict colourings of a mixed hypergraph. With regard to CSTSs, mb is determined for any strict colourings of Steiner systems.
In CSQSs we found upper and lower bounds for mb when v = 2k. The upper bound is the best possible, while the lower bound is the best only for v = 8, 16. In [5] it is proved that every CSQS(2k), obtained from a sequence of doubling constructions, is colourable with k + 1 colours. In this paper we prove that these colourings have always a colouring class with cardinality one for k = 3, 4. It will be interesting to understand if for CSQS(2k), with k > 4, colourings with k + 1 colours have this peculiarity, and if the lower bound, calculated in this paper, is the best possible or it is possible to improve it.
